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About Elegant Literature
Magazine & Contest

Elegant Literature is a magazine focused on publishing new writers. At its inception, there were few publications—if any—that only
accepted work from aspiring talent and also paid professional rates.
We aimed to change that.
As far as we know, Elegant Literature is the only short fiction magazine willing to turn down work from famous authors. No Stephen
King’s or George Martin’s here. This policy gives unpublished authors a significantly less competitive market to submit work to, increasing their chances of publication.
Our goal is to help discover new voices in fiction, and publish talented beginners from around the globe.
Elegant Literature publishes work from all genres, and readers can
always find a free copy of every issue on our website.
Each issue of the magazine also corresponds to our monthly contest. One of the stories in the following pages has won the grand
prize. But we don’t reveal who it is in the table of contents. It wouldn’t
be fair for readers to skip over the other works.
We encourage you to read and enjoy each piece in the order presented. They have been curated intentionally. Please, discover the
winner naturally.
The list of honourable mentions relates directly to the contest.
If you read something you like, please consider connecting with
and supporting the author.
Click here for more information about submitting to the magazine.
Click here for more information about entering the contest.
Happy reading!
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Content Warning
Work published in Elegant Literature
varies widely. Some stories may deal
with mature and uncomfortable topics.
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Issue Prompt

FORGOTTEN LANDS
Write a story involving forgotten lands, and a bone.
Explore the crumbling ruins. Is it your imagination or does time
slip away? Do you feel the sadness of knowledge lost? What if you
could step in a box, twist a dial, and go back… would you dare?
Atlantis, Shangri-La, and El Dorado. Legends of forgotten lands
surround us, lying lost and secret between the cracks of a modern
world. Where is the magic of Camelot, the Fae Courts, and Asgard?
How do we get to the center of the Earth, and what is the purpose of
Stonehenge? Generations of scholars seek places real and mythical,
for riches, fame, or understanding. Explore or excavate, but be wary
of traps. Think of gold, not curses. Treasure found where X marks
the spot—if only the map would stop changing. Dreamscapes shift
even as you move, your mind unable to recall details from moment to
moment. One day, even Earth will be a forgotten spec in the vastness
of space. Will we be around to remember it?
This contest invites you to explore forgotten lands, whatever that
means to you. Fantasy, contemporary, romance, crime. All genres
are welcome.
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On the Shoulders of Giants
Jeff Sigel
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A

FTER THE ORDEAL SHE HAD just been through, Cecelie was enjoying the relative calm of the long interstellar
journey, hopping from planet to planet in hopes of finding that one lost and lonely rock where her predecessors had once
evolved from the primordial muck. No one knew where the mythical
Earth was. The original humans had been gone now for hundreds of
thousands of years according to the Aggregate. The new humans,
like Cecelie, were a sort of reboot, an attempt by the sentient machines of the Aggregate to recreate their biological creators.
The Aggregate’s experiments had generally been a disaster. They
filled cities, continents, planets, with new humans, trying to recreate the elusive genius of their lost biological forebears. Failing each
time, the Aggregate would then destroy their work to try again... a
bunch of elaborate machines with no concept of genocide. Cecelie
had convinced Halve Maen, the reluctant host and captain of their
current journey, to grant a stay of execution for the latest batch, her
people. She was certain they could find the lost planet of the creators
and figure out the key missing ingredient that distinguished ancient
human creative genius from the modern violent failures.
With all the information Halve Maen and the Aggregate had at
their command, it was surprising that the location of the mythical
first planet was lost. But, the Aggregate had little interest in planets with atmospheres and oceans. Dealing with all the chaos and
unpredictability of gasses and liquids was deemed unnecessary by
beings that did not need air, food, or water to survive. The location of
that first planet was certainly somewhere in the Aggregate’s memory,
but it was impossible to distinguish from so many other candidates.
They had already visited ten planets in their search. Most had been
completely devoid of any signs of life. A few systems had shown
promise, with their ancient space junk or terraformed rocks, remnants of that long ago expansion of those biological creators across
the galaxy. But none appeared to have the telltale signs of spontaneous evolution.
The appearance of the holographic image of an unassuming rocky
but verdant planet meant that, at least for a short while, the calm was
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to be interrupted. Julian, with the endless exuberance and energy of
a twelve year old, was peppering Halve Maen with questions. Their
Artificial host was responding to this onslaught with a practiced
calm he had mastered during ten years marooned on Cecelie’s world,
living with her and her spirited son.
“Is the air breathable?” Julian asked.
“It appears to be breathable.”
“Could this really be the planet? There’s so much water. How could
they have lived there with so much water? It doesn’t seem likely. If
you ask me...”
Jana, who appeared to have just woken up, gave Cecelie a knowing
look before kissing her on the cheek. “That boy never stops, does
he?”
“Never. But all that curiosity might just be the thing that saves us
from the Aggregate. Proof that Biologics can be creative like our
predecessors, not just violent and destructive. If nothing else, that
endless prattling might wear Halve down until the Aggregate surrenders.”
“Cheers to that!” Jana raised her cup of coffee, She pointed to the
holographic image. “What’s the story there?”
“Halve and I have been scanning at long range for some time, but
this is the first good look we’ve gotten. Breathable atmosphere, temperate but on the warm side, 80% water coverage… that’s a little
high, but it appears that a greenhouse effect has taken place. May
have been cooler and less wet once upon a time.”
Having distracted the boy by tasking him with a variety of assays
to complete, Halve joined the two women. “The records regarding
this system and this planet suggest it is a strong candidate. The presence of a large amount and varying sophistication of artificial debris
supports the idea that the system was inhabited for a long period of
time. The biodiversity on this planet is consistent with natural evolutionary processes.”
Halve proceeded to zoom out the holographic image, displaying
an array of geometric objects orbiting the local star, a colossal interwoven network of metallic panels forming the partial outline of
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a sphere.
“What is that?” Jana asked.
“I believe,” Said Halve, “It is what the creators called a Dyson
sphere, a primitive version of what the Aggregate uses today to capture the energy radiating from a star.”
Returning the image to the green third planet, Cecelie said, “And
you believe that this unassuming planet may have been where it all
started?”
“It is the most likely candidate in the system. The other planets
would all have been hostile to organic life according to my models. The system has a number of gas giants and smaller planets and
moons with turbulent atmospheres. The third planet is the only one
that appears to have developed biologically, though. Normally, the
Aggregate has little interest in systems like this. It is not surprising
that it was abandoned.”
“Well, shall we go in closer?.” Cecelie was genuinely excited for
a change, almost giddy. This must be what it feels like to be Julian,
curious about everything. The boy was busily flitting from console to
console doing whatever it was that Halve had asked of him.
“I think I found something, Halve.” Julian said, “Come look. It’s...
it’s like bones. Ribs.”
Jana and Cecelie joined Julian at the console.
“You can bring it up on the big screen if you want.” Halve said,
without the enthusiasm or emotion of his traveling companions. Julian was thrown off for a second by Halve’s offer. He had been banished from using the main holographic screen a number of planets
back after inadvertently knocking the apparatus out of calibration.
Halve had not been pleased with the resulting hours of troubleshooting. It was difficult to get the Artificial to lose his patience. Julian,
however, had managed to push the limits on many occasions.
The ghostly image of the object appeared in three dimensions.
Julian’s eyes widened. “What is it?”
“Hold on, Jules. Might need a minute to assess what we know.”
Jana was circling the object trying to get a comprehensive view.
“It really does look like bones. Like a rib cage. Do you think it’s
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one of the creators? Maybe they were giants, and you’ve found a
creator burial ground.” Cecelie winked at Julian. The two of them
often provoked Halve Maen with foolish comments like this, just to
see his reaction.
“Cecelie,” Halve said, with what she could have sworn was exasperation. “The biology of new humans is exactly the same as that of
the creators as I have explained many times. They looked exactly
like the three of you, same size, same basic physiological features.”
“Eh, so you say... I think it would be much more interesting if they
were giants.” Cecelie winked at Julian again. The boy could barely
stop himself from laughing.
“Alright, enough you two,” Jana said, finishing her initial assessment. “Here’s what we know. It appears to be an artificial structure,
some sort of building. It’s currently completely submerged under
about 100 meters of salt water. Based on the limited details we can
see here, it appears to be filled with water inside as well. While it’s
possible its containment failed, it’s much more likely that the water
level was once much lower.”
“You think it was originally on dry land?” Cecelie asked.
“I do. There appear to be a number of openings consistent with air
ventilation access for a land building that make no sense underwater.” Jana was not from the same world as Cecelie and Julian, having
been part of a different planetary experiment created by the Aggregate. She had been a scholar, an archaeologist of sorts, on her own
planet. This search for the so-called “first planet” was a dream come
true for her. “How did you locate this structure, Julian?”
“I just asked the computer to seek out geometric structures on the
planet’s surface. It came up with too many for me to review, so I
asked it to find the largest one it could find. And then, bam, giant rib
cage!” Julian said with smug satisfaction. “Can we go down there to
see it, Mom? Jana? Halve?”
Cecelie could have sworn she actually saw a glint of excitement in
Halve’s eye as he walked around the image.
“I can create underwater gear for the three of you if you wish, Cecelie.” Halve said, stoically.
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“What, you aren’t coming along?” Jana rolled her eyes at Julian,
mocking the Artificial.
“As you are well aware, Jana, I do not require any sort of apparatus
to adapt to my surroundings. I am able to take any shape necessary
and do not rely on breathing atmosphere or moderate temperatures
as you Biologics do.”
Jana rolled her eyes again. This time, Julian could not stop a high
pitched giggle escaping from underneath his hand. “Yes, Halve, you
never cease to remind us of your superiority.” Some hours later,
their gear had been produced by the rather impressive replication
system that Halve used for just about anything his biological guests
needed. In this case, lightweight suits contained interwoven thermal
and energy storage threads that would provide light and heat while
powering the oxygen extracting “gills” in their helmets.
Julian, too impatient to worry about shame or propriety, had already stripped down and was half way in his suit before his mother
and Jana had even managed to get their own suits unfolded.
“Hurry up. We gotta go!” Julian was off running toward Halve’s
landing ship.
Jana laughed. “So much curiosity. You’ve raised a good kid.”
“Yeah, but where’s all that energy when dinner needs to be made or
his room needs to be cleaned.”
“I guess room cleaning is just not as exciting as finding the bones
of a sleeping giant under the oceans of what may well be the long
forgotten first planet.”
“I suppose not.” Cecelie gave Jana one of her signature winks.
Jana smiled back, “It’s good to see you so excited too. You’ve come
a long way since we first met.”
“A lot less to worry about these days. None of the violence. None of
the invisible forces of the Aggregate compelling us to do who knows
what. None of the existential threats from Halve Maen planning to
torch us all as a failed experiment… at least for the moment. Definitely takes the worrying down a notch.”
“What worries you controls you, or so they say.” Jana said, now
fully suited up.
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“Well in that case, I feel very free right now.”
Julian came dashing into the quarters that Jana and Cecelie shared.
“Come on.”
Their descent into the atmosphere and then into the ocean was
quick but breathtaking. Not the first time for any of them, but somehow this descent was different. Halve steered the landing ship slowly
around the massive structure, the giant supports truly resembling rib
bones the closer they got.
They came around the long side of the ancient building to what
must have been the entrance so many millennia ago. Then, they saw
it. A statue in white marble. Or a series of statues, starting with some
sort of small mammal, then simian creatures. The final statue was a
human. And standing on this human’s shoulders was another being,
a machine in the shape of a man reaching upwards toward the stars.
If Halve Maen could breathe, Cecelie thought, even his breath
would have been taken away. Perhaps this was the first planet, perhaps not. Regardless, these statues... these fossils carved in marble,
they had a story to tell.
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Lilyshade
Aurora Valkenaar
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T

HE MORNING WAS BRIGHT AND beautiful, but the
witch was frustrated. She was too used to being able to conjure her maps. This tiny farming village was too far under
the Veil for her to cast, and its inhabitants were in their fields, leaving
her no form of guidance. She hadn’t even been able to find a weavery.
She pinched between her brows, searching to remember a mental
map of the area.
When she opened her eyes, she was no longer alone. A child stared
with naked fascination at her cranial implants, as children often did.
Babies stared only because of the shiny gold and glimmering opalescence, and children stared also from curiosity about witches. Even
adults fully grown would stare, it was just a question of if they could
hide it. The witch could suss between the stares of novelty for a rare
witch, and the stares of apprehension for a feared one. The Veil was
just a bit too thick for a witch to bother living here, so the child
wouldn’t have seen anyone like her often.
“What’s your name?” she asked in the warm and gentle voice of a
teacher.
“Mila,” the girl murmured in response.
“Could you tell me about the special places here, Mila? The ones
with good stories?”
The child thought so deeply her small brows furrowed. “Well,
there’s my house, and mi abuela’s house, and my school. There’s the
gorge out by Tio Leremzo’s, it might be cursed my tio says. He says
that because both my cousins broke their arms there, they’re his sons.
Oh, and Lilyshade Lake. Abuela says we can’t go there, it’s dangerous. Maybe haunted. Maybe a monster.”
The witch smiled, eyes brighter. “Your abuela says there’s a monster? That lake sounds like what I’m looking for.”
“How could you be looking for a lake if you didn’t even know its
name?”
“An old witch told me of a part of the Lakelands, where the Veil is
thin. Too far in out of the Hinter for magicks, and yet. And yet, sometimes, some say, there will manifest faie.” The witch looked down at
the child, the raven-violet glossing of her curls, and met the dark eyes
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flecked with lilac, as her own had been before she began training
to be a full witch. Now, her braids and eyes were rich as amethyst.
“Well, you’re a bruja, you’ll feel it. Where you can and can’t pierce
the Veil. If your abuela told you to stay away from Lilyshade Lake,
that must be the one. How do I get there?”
She arrived at the lake at midday. The trees around the abrupt and
rocky shore were tall and dense, and a thick riot of lilies covered most
of the lake’s surface, of course. She laid out her blanket, and waited,
as the clear midday sun became a golden butter glaze through the
sycamore leaves, just beginning to yellow, mottled trunks glowing.
She waited still, as the warmth began to fade even as the sky began
to glow. That is when the faierie came, taking shape from nothing.
One moment the witch was waiting and then over two breaths, the
lake became more than a lake. The reflections became a window, and
on the other side, the faierie.
Its dark eyes were the penumbral shadows against the warm sunset countenance, the lilypads and blooms and reeds its long rippling
hair, full lips, trailing gown. The breeze rippled the lilies, and so the
ghostly faierie moved, shadows dancing under every chlorophyllic
leaf and twilit bud. The shade was no projection, felt as Real as gravity, and yet no hint of corporeal form. She’d never thought she’d ever
believe you could tell the difference between spirit and illusion, but
clearly she had only ever experienced illusion. This shade was here,
on the other side of the lake’s reflection.
It stared at her, and gestured, inviting, almost demanding. The
witch would not have been able to fully explain why, but she rolled
up the edge of her sleeve, and put her hand into the water.
I could feel you, the faierie said to her mind’s ear, without voice. I
could come to the surface, but you needed to come to the water.
Fairies were always more interested in anyone of bruja lineage, but
especially witches.
“Amazing. You shouldn’t be able to be here, and yet here you are.
Here, but no further?”
I was not always here, but I could never wander now. I was differ21

ent once, like the birds, or like you.
“Like a normal faierie. The faie die under the Veil,” the witch said,
“but they never haunt.”
And so would I, but there’s special magic in the waters. They are
deep, and old. I am tied to those depths.
“You’re just beneath the surface,” the witch objected.
Sometimes. The faierie shrugged its shadows, lilystems pulling
closer. Sometimes, when the sky is fired by sunrise or sunset, the
mirror’s edge calls and I find I can answer. I can be like what I was.
Sometimes, in storms. Sometimes, the full moon calls me. Most often,
I am… loose, and deep, amongst the lake. Of the lake. In dreams.
“No wonder they named it Lilyshade.” She had met her share of
faieries in the Hinter, and never heard of anything like this. “The
storms… I’m sure the electrical disruptions affect the Veil. I wonder what’s behind the others. The water somehow shields your spirit
from the Veil, but how? Why this lake, and no others?”
The faierie danced shyly among the shadows again, brilliant pink
and peach flashing ripples. Finally, after a long moment, it didn’t
quite answer, all without looking once at the witch. There is a door,
it said. Near to where I am rooted.
“A door to what?”
Now the faierie scoffed. I am made of the lake. I cannot open any
door, I cannot open that one.
“But I could,” the witch said, softly, slowly. “I could. If you’ll let
me.”
Your magic will be stronger in the water, said the faierie.
“Why do you say that?” she asked.
The faierie paused, and the water rippled with a flurry of confused
minnows as it frowned. I… remember?
The witch stared hard at the lilyshade, violet eyes sharp as crystal.
“Remember!”
The lakewater stilled, smooth as glass, an abendrot mirror shining
almost brighter than the sky. Its shape became darker, and less distinct, as if the faierie were truly going back to its dimmed memories.
There… was another. A witch. After the Veil fell, but… before I was
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of the lake. There was... some time between. She was here, while I
was here, but before I could... focus. The faierie looked at her. It is a
witch’s door. And you are a witch. I will be dream again soon. Then.
She stripped off her outer layers, and waded into the dusky lake.
The water was chill only for the first few moments against each new
strata of her dark and goose-pimpled flesh, so she clenched her jaw
and threw herself into submersion.
And she felt it. The Veil lifted, her magicks available. She conjured
a light, and marveled for a moment at a small magick long mundane.
Unbelievable. But, she hoped, not inexplicable.
She swam forward, and down, towards the deep, trying not to damage too many tangling plants. There, finally: amongst the dark lilystems and algal tendrils, an oddly gleaming door. When she reached
it, she could feel the buzz of latent spell procedures, and activated
them. A shield rose, rippling up and pushing the water away, and
pushing through it to step into the unnatural, warm, damp air was a
powerful and strange sensation. She stood on muddy stone, dripping,
apprehensive, but breathing. And yes, there, just to the left of the
shield wall, the faierie’s roots. Its bones, ancient.
She took a step closer to them. Whatever this place was, its shield
wall pushed the water so far back that half of a stripped hand reached
its osseus fingers beyond, into the impossible bubble. She crouched
down, and touched her own fingertips, still warm with blood and
flesh, to the lilyshade’s former bones. Faierie bones. She had never
really thought about faieries having bones. She knew they could die,
if rarely, under the Veil or through a few other means, but she had
never seen one die, never seen a faie corpse. Faieries were bits of
magicks that found their way to form, so to think of them coalescing
onto skeletal forms felt strange. Yet here, she touches faierie bone.
But she was here for the door. She turned her contemplation back
to it.
Not faie, certainly. A hodgepodge mix of pre-Hex ancient tech with
cruder and more modern witchwork, its green and yellow witchlights
glowed gloomily enough for the bottom of the lake, but the door
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and the frame around it were platinum reflective and bright. She laid
her hand on the obvious panel, and felt the tingle across her palm
as her bruja blood was verified. She felt her heart beat faster—who
on Hearth had built a covenstead at the bottom of this strange lake?
Were there others, already in hiding, investigating the same strange
and dangerous half-lost histories as she?
The door opened.
Beyond, was only a small and bare room. A decontamination foyer,
of course. She entered, and the door sealed behind her. For a moment, as the breezy decon spells whished across her, she stood in a
bright pod of UV-blue tinted light, without even the seam of the door
she entered through visible. But as the decon spells finished their
rapid protocols, a second door appeared, and opened, and her heart
skipped a beat to have perhaps finally found her greatest hope.
A laboratory opened up before her. The hodgepodge of tech, like
the door, fell somewhere more advanced than most witch’s home cottages, if not as refined as the Academy. This was a place built by
someone immeasurably clever and in need of hiding it—but the air
felt old. It smelt like it had sat in the recyclers for too long, no one
having entered or used it, too still, unable to stay fresh, but now disturbed. She felt the slight pain of injured optimism, for clearly no
others were using this place. But her heart still brimmed with joy,
relief, excitement. She had hoped, and it was here.
She saw multiple research stations, and in one corner a desk, with
a grimoire console. She walked towards it, breath catching as she
thought about what she would be able to learn and to do with these
resources in this hidden place. She put her hand gingerly on the grimoire, and first conjured its log, for last access.
Three hundred and twelve years before.
She reeled. The dead god Hex had cursed the land and laid the
Veil almost four hundred years ago. Three hundred and twelve years
meant some witch only a generation or two after had been in this
place—or, if what the faierie remembered was accurate, had built
this place, this secret, hidden, impossible place, too far under the
Veil. Three hundred years of latent radiating magicks suffusing the
24

lake like forgotten tea is probably what gave the faierie its ghostly
form, if the depth of the water itself had somehow kept its last echoes
just out of reach of a diffused Veil. Which it must have. Which it
must have, which is why some centuries-lost witch had built a secret,
hidden covenstead, here. It was not always safe, over the years, to be
a witch.
She was afraid it was becoming unsafe again. Here, hidden, she
could learn about the Veil, perhaps about why only those of bruja
lineage could access magicks in the Hinter. She could research. And,
perhaps, she could shelter others, as determined and provocative as
she, if that time came indeed. She had found her lost covenstead.
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M

EN. I LOVE MEN MORE than anything. I love the way
they look. The way they run. The way they smell. Even
how they scream. Don’t get me wrong, I like women too.
They’re so beautiful and supple. I love their fearful doe eyes and
tangling my fingers in their long hair. But they just don’t compare to
a strong, older man whose body is marbled with fat or a spry, college
boy full of misplaced confidence. But I don’t just love men, I need
them. It’s a shame what my kind did to them. There’s so few left now.
For years I’ve felt like little more than a scavenger. I prowled the
streets day in and day out in search of a cute boy—of course, I very
rarely found one. And even if I did, I’d have to fight with my kin just
to get a single taste of him. I don’t think I’ve had a man all to myself
in… how long has it been now? It’s really hard to tell time. I mean,
it’s not like any clocks work anymore. I’m going to guess about five
years. That sounds about right to me. Yeah, so, five years! Can you
believe it? Back then men and women flowed like sweet ambrosia. It
was easy to find handsome hunks and I could afford to be picky. But
now, if I find one man a month I consider myself lucky. There’s got to
be more of them out there somewhere—I just know it!
I often heard rumors of a place—a stronghold—absolutely brimming with eligible men. I’d follow these leads every time, but when I
arrived there all the men were gone! That was, of course, if they were
even there to begin with. This mysterious stronghold became a bit of
an obsession of mine if I’m being honest. A lot of my kind felt this
way. We searched and searched but never found it. Some mumbled
it was just a fable and that it couldn’t possibly exist because if it did,
we would have found it by now. But I refused to believe it—what
would be the point of going on? The thought of never having a man
again—I can’t even! So, when I heard the hunt was on up north, of
course I joined in the migration.
We traveled in a group at least one thousand strong. It was a rough
journey. Long, too. I couldn’t say how many cities we went through.
It’s a little hard to tell when they’re all painted with the same shade
of despair. I do know it was a lot, solely based on how exhausted I
was. Let me tell you, when you spend five years of your life mean28

dering across North America in search of men you get pretty tired.
Not to mention, you can only clamber over so many abandoned cars
and blockades before you just want to collapse for a while. I did take
the occasional break, usually seeking respite in cool, shaded shops
or beneath some tall trees. I could only stop for a short while though.
I didn’t want to be left behind—or even worse, the last one to man
paradise!
You know, usually on these migrations I would try to remain upbeat. Sure, we were walking through an eternal hellscape spurred on
by an insatiable hunger that gnawed at the very core of our souls—
but how cute were those cows? Did you see how huge those skyscrapers were? I’ve never seen the ocean, isn’t it marvelous? Not all
of my companions shared my interests. They usually just groaned
about how hungry they were. I was hungry too, but you didn’t hear
me moaning about it!
I remember when we first entered the town. It was so small I didn’t
think it could possibly be the promised land. But the delicious stink
of men was everywhere! The scent sparked a life in the herd that I
hadn’t seen in a long time. Their eyes sharpened. Their pace quickened. It took everything in my power not to join in the growing frenzy, but I had to do something first.
You may say I was being silly, but I genuinely wanted to look my
best, okay? I broke away from the group and let myself into one of
the little shops in the town’s stripmall. It wasn’t as glamorous as I
would have liked but I did manage to find an adorable top to put on.
Like everything I do that isn’t based around chasing hotties, it took
awhile. When you’re one of us, things just don’t work as well as they
should—and you’re a lot clumsier than normal. Case and point, by
the time I got to the makeup counter I discovered I accidentally dislodged my eye from its socket while trying to put on my new top—
don’t ask me how! I don’t know! I’m just glad I saw it when I did. If
I sauntered up to a potential bachelor with an eye dangling on my
cheek I would just die from embarrassment!
Anyways, I carefully put it back in, being mindful not to squish
it, and scoped out the makeup. Ever since my skin changed from
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peach to sage, I just can’t find any complimentary colors. I thought
about brightening up my lips with a bit of scarlet… but I didn’t want
to scare my future boytoy away with a grisly smile. So I settled on
dumping a bottle of perfume over myself. Yeah, you heard me right.
A bottle. When that was done I very, very carefully brushed out my
messy mane of blonde hair. After ripping a chunk out last time, I
learned my lesson. Only the gentlest of hands would do.
Feeling a hundred times cuter than I had upon arrival, I left the
shop and shambled back outside. When I rejoined the group they
were nearing the epicenter of the smell. Squinting ahead, I made
out tall, looming walls and, if I wasn’t mistaken, there were figures
darting around on top of them! I knew my chances of getting a man
all to myself were slim, but not impossible if I was proactive. So my
respectable shuffle hastened into a lope, and soon I was at the head
of the pack.
The stronghold. Paradise. My fabled dream come true. It was a
beautiful sight. A fully enclosed cage of men and women, made of
wood and metal. Draped in wooden spikes and barbed wire—I could
have cried! I didn’t even mind the arrows whizzing overhead as we
charged the door. I was just so caught up in joy it didn’t bother me.
It didn’t bother me to be pressed against the barricaded entrance by
a thousand other zombies, either. Normally I stand off to the side a
bit and let them do the dirty work… But I was hungry. So hungry…
With so many of us pushing, the door creaked, buckled, and burst.
We spilled into their stronghold. Admittedly, the next part is a bit
of a blur. A hundred rotting hands reached out towards the living.
Arrows flew left and right. I was pushed and shoved by my cohorts,
who turned savage from bloodlust. I think I was one of the few who
kept their heads in all the madness. I was more focused on finding
the perfect boy and taking him away before anyone else could dig
their dirty fingernails into him. I had to be quick.
Searching between the flurry of stained shirts and snarling faces, I
was able to spot a few potential candidates. Like a starving tigress I
lunged out of the crowd, vaulted over a makeshift blockade, and hurtled towards one of the men. Like the other living, he was firing ar30

rows while trying to back away into one of the cabins. When he saw
me just a few feet away from him, his eyes widened in terror—how
rude! The arrow meant for me slipped and fell from his fumbling
fingers. Before it even hit the ground my hands were on his arm and
I pulled him towards me.
Now, this is really embarrassing, so don’t judge, okay? I think I
was a little too eager, because when I pulled… I may have ripped
his arm off. He screamed and I screamed too, because it startled me!
Then moments later he was passing out and I was left standing there
holding his limp arm, spurting blood like confetti. This just wouldn’t
do! He would die from blood loss far too quickly for me to enjoy
his company. Not to mention several zombies had already thrown
themselves onto him and were ripping open his stomach. One zombie in particular was sucking blood from the poor guy’s fresh stump
as if his bone were a faucet. I had to pick a different man—and fast!
Looking around, so many of them were already being swarmed and
devoured!
A few feet away I saw a couple slurping intestines like spaghetti
while their victim, a pretty girl, wailed. Some humans scampered up
the walls, raising the ladders after them, but there were so many of
us clawing and pressing it was only a matter of time before it came
down. Some of my brethren toppled into heaps of rotting gore and
rags, but the numbers were few compared to the amount of living being eaten. Seeing tender flesh and bloodshed brought my own hunger
to the forefront of my mind and I began searching again.
Maybe it was fate that the first guy didn’t work out, because
when I glanced behind me—it was like love at first sight. He was tall,
muscular, with feathery raven hair. I could have squealed! To make
it even better, he didn’t look at me with fear like so many boys did.
Instead, there was nothing but steely determination in his eyes. I had
to have him all to myself—I just had to!
I took note of our surrounding layout and advanced on him. He
cautiously backstepped, matching my pace. It was almost like we
were dancing! As I pushed him back towards a nearby garden, I coyly stroked my hair with one stained hand and bit my lower lip. I think
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my bedroom eyes distracted him, because he didn’t notice the garden
fence until it was too late. He looked back to see what he walked into
and I lunged. During our struggle he impaled my side and let me tell
you, that hurt like a bitch! What? You thought we couldn’t feel pain?
Of course we can! Why else would we groan when you hit us? Anyways, I wasn’t going to let a little thing like a skewered kidney come
between us, so I pushed forwards. We fell over the fence and into
the garden, hiding us from view. It was just as I planned. We were
relatively alone. The screams of the damned chorused around us. I
was on top of him. Of course, he still struggled, but it wasn’t hard to
pin his wrists above his head. I wanted it to be as good for him as
it would be for me, so when I bit into his neck, I did so tenderly. He
groaned then screamed. His writhing only made me want him more.
I savored his flesh as long as I could, feeling fulfilled for the first time
in years—but I gained more than a well earned meal that day.
You see, when he changed, he started following me around like a
puppy. He doesn’t hold what I did against me. Now that he’s a zombie
too he understands the hunger. We hunt together now, holding hands
as we search. And he’s told me about a legend amongst the living—a
place up in Canada like his stronghold. That’s where we’re going
now. And let me tell you, the apocalypse is so much better when you
have a special someone to share it with.
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HEIR NORMAL ROUTE SPANNED THE broken-down
deserts and scraggly foothills of what was once upstate
New York and parts of Vermont, in what was once the United States. Now the place had no name, except whatever the nomads
decided to call it on any given season, its shifting names matching
the shifting dunes. Change was constant; the world did not stay still,
and neither did they.
Nobody knew exactly how long it had been since the nomads began their journey, or why the world began to change. It had been
three or four generations, barely long enough for the oldest among
them to have forgotten the taste of butter and bread.
There were still the ruins of cities. These were not safe places—
less safe than the freezing cold of the desert nights, less safe than
walking the unbearable heat of the day. In these places, huge towers of vine and rubble and broken glass funnel you down shattered
streets, closing you in and leaving you exposed all at once.
People who live in cities inevitably become infected with the Dragon’s Disease. They become sick with a desire to hoard until they have
built up so much that they can no longer carry it with them, and this
makes them immobile, paralyzed, trapped in one small area. They
claim to hold onto the old ways, the ways of a world long dead.
The desert is kinder. It is not a true desert, not yet, but it gets a little
truer each year. A little drier and a little less rotten, as the rotting
things are swallowed by sand and ash and dust. Life in the desert
means passing from dune to dune, camping at oases and on exposed
sheets of rock, cooking large meals together and telling stories. It is
a fickle life; it is a satisfying life.
This, however, had been a difficult year. Great hurricanes of sand
lasted for days on end, alternately clearing away and burying everything in their path. The land was barren. The nomads ventured far to
the North, farther than they had ever gone before, through difficult
mountain passes in search of new valleys to support them. There was
barely enough food to get by.
Tucked inside a notch in the range once known as the Green Mountains, they discovered a massive slab of concrete and steel. They dug
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around the edges in search of edible roots, or a hare burrowed in the
sand, or a pool of water to refill their flasks.
Instead, they found a sealed door locked by a great round metal
wheel. It took two full days to excavate the sand and debris from
around the front wall of the structure and to loosen the wheel enough
that they could begin to turn it. The efforts were led by Ran’Pta,
an elderly astronomer, navigator, and general wisewoman who often
acted as a guide for the group.
Working together, with levers and pulleys and raw muscle, they
were able to slowly turn the wheel, and the wall began to move on
ancient hinges, and with a hiss of air it was opened to the desert.
Normally when they discovered a structure from the old world,
everything was in ruins, tattered, shattered, overgrown, objects scattered about by wildlife and the elements. But this was pristine, unmarred by lichen or dirt or decay. The door opened to an alien room
from another age—dusty mirrors adorning the walls and ceiling, a
cloth-covered table with balls and sticks lay ready for some ancient
game. Two tightly sealed doors branched off of this room.
One of these was too difficult to open immediately. Behind the
other was a wall covered with old books of all shapes and colors,
containing unknown secrets from another age. Beneath this towering
wall of knowledge lay a skeleton, its bones perfectly clean, unclothed
and seemingly unmarred by time, as if there had never been flesh
attached to them at all. They were sprawled across a mostly intact
chaise lounge with an unbroken wineglass lying beneath one skeletal
hand.
Ran’Pta stepped forward and lay one hand on the side of the skeleton’s skull, where the cheek would have once been, lovingly, like a
proud mother might cup the cheek of a clever daughter. She looked
over the rest of the skeleton, searching for a clue of who the person
had been. When she reached the legs, she finished her inspection and
grasped the larger of the two shin bones of the right leg, the tibia,
raising it proudly above her head like a club or torch.
“This place is a blessing from the spirits of the ancients,” she said,
slowly lowering the bone. “This is a holy place.”
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Ran’Pta, one of the few who still knew how to read the old language, preached that this library was a prize of immeasurable value,
that they must stay there, in that holy place, attempting to unlock
its ancient secrets, looking for any knowledge that might help them
survive. The books were too heavy to bring with them and yet may
contain too much knowledge to leave behind.
In normal times, there was no one leader who herded them like
this, like a wolf herds the bison. They were instead a flock of birds,
all in tune, responsive, each following each other in swirls and eddies
across the empty Earth. But the people were desperate, and Ran’Pta
was wise and impassioned, and so they allowed themselves to be
persuaded.
They discovered the key to the second mysterious door. Behind
this was a trove of carefully catalogued seeds, along with detailed
instructions on what to do with them. These books told them how to
rebuild, which seeds to set in the ground at which times of year, how
to rotate the crops and create fertilizers, how to dig a well, how to
settle. It offered a trade: flexibility for quantity. On these promises,
the once-wanderers dreamed of a world where they did not need to
struggle, a world promised by the books, a world that their ancestors
had enjoyed, a world their ancestors had squandered.
They followed the planting instructions of their new holy book,
and soon the first scraggly sprouts emerged from the dry soil. They
constructed a large hall to house what they grew. It was the first time
in anyone’s memory that they had built something they could not
take with them.
Five years passed, then ten, then fifteen. They planted and built
and grew their town, even as their backs became hunched and their
faces withered from the grinding work required in service of their
crops. They developed complex rules and rituals surrounding who
could enter the sanctuary. The Holy Scepter of Ran’Pta had become
intricately carved and painted with bright reds and blues. She was
old now, and tired, and after so many sedentary years she was barely
able to walk from one end of their new village to the other. But this
weakness did nothing to diminish the strength of her character. The
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Dragon burned inside of her.
In the first few years, they would encounter other groups of wanderers, and they would greet these wanderers with open arms, offering to trade food or goods in exchange for whatever the groups could
offer. Sometimes one of the younger villagers would leave with the
wanderers, tempted by stories of the road and dreaming of lands beyond the growing desert. Most had put so much effort into creating
this new village that it was inconceivable to leave it all behind and
continue on their journey back into the desert.
Another difficult year came. A disease struck their wheat, destroying almost an entire year’s harvest. For the first time the group faced
starvation—as nomads, when shifting weather patterns or imbalances to an ecosystem made one type of food scarce, there would always
be different types of animals to hunt and different types of plants to
collect. The land would provide for them, and they would provide for
each other. This was what they had traded away, and now it was time
to make their payment.
Another group of wanderers arrived. The wanderers shared what
food they had—they could always find more in the next valley, or the
valley beyond that. The villagers offered goods in return; the wanderers refused. The people of the desert had all that they needed, and
more goods would only mean more to carry.
Ran’Pta awoke one morning in the bunker to the sound of ripping
and scraping in the next room. She took up the bone, which was never far from her hand, and she stepped into the library, terrified and
invigorated.
A child, no more than 14, crouched on her knees, several books
spread out before her. In her hand was one of the larger manuals, and
Ran’Pta watched as the girl ripped out a handful of pages and crumpled them up, throwing them on a pile in front of her. The girl noticed then that someone stood behind her. She turned and looked up.
“Hello, honored elder. Look, I found some very nice material to
light our morning fire,” the girl said, proud of her discovery.
To Ran’Pta, this was not merely a violation of their carefully maintained trove of treasure. The villagers had traded their way of life for
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this knowledge, for this place. This was a violation of their fledgling
religion, a desecration of the one holy place that they held dear, a
betrayal of the secrets imparted by their ancestors.
Ran’Pta’s age belied a hidden strength granted by zeal, and the girl
was dead before she could draw another breath, a sunken crater in
the back of her head. The carefully painted dyes on the bone were
stained red with the blood of the girl.
Ran’Pta tried to carry the girl out of the bunker, to return her to
her people, to explain, but her righteous strength had left her, and
she was unable to lift the heavy body. And so she walked out alone,
bloody bone scepter in hand. The two groups were engaged in negotiation over some food, the villagers attempting to push baskets and
blankets and shiny bits of jewelry on the wanderers in exchange for
more dried venison. It took several minutes for anyone to notice her.
When they did, they seemed to know exactly what had happened—
maybe it was the scepter stained dark red, or maybe it was the look
in her eyes.
Two people from the group of wanderers ran into the bunker.
Ran’Pta did not try to stop them. A moment later, cries of grief
echoed out. Another of the wanderers approached Ran’Pta and tried
to grab the scepter, demanding to know what had happened, and
Ran’Pta tried to push him away but instead tripped and fell to the
ground herself, giving an involuntary shout of pain. Some villagers
jumped on the man who had approached Ran’Pta, thinking that he
had shoved her to the ground. Several more of the wanderers came to
the defense of their comrade. Chaos followed.
The villagers outnumbered the wanderers, but the wanderers had
weapons—bows and spears for hunting, broad knives for skinning,
hatchets for splitting wood, and keen instincts from lives spent in the
desert. The villagers were slaughtered.
The wanderers offered to bring the survivors with them, most of
whom were children. It would be difficult to support so many of the
young, but they could not bring themselves to leave the children behind to die.
They dragged the bodies of the villagers down into the seed bank.
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They drew the sign of the Dragon on the door and stayed for two
more days so that they could reseal and rebury the bunker. The wanderers continued North, seeking out new valleys, trying to stay ahead
of the desert.
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I LIVE IN THE HALL of Doors, each one leading to a world of
its own.
The Hall is long, stretching—seemingly forever—in a continuous
line, its tiled floor illuminated by soft light that drifts through high,
far-off windows. Unfurnished, save for the handful of things I have
crafted or obtained from one world or another, it is an empty place.
I live here, but I cannot say that it is my home. That is elsewhere,
forgotten to me.
I was not born in the Hall. I have no evidence to prove this, yet I
know it to be true. It is a certainty engraved upon my heart. Presumably, I came here through one of the countless doors, although I know
not which one. That is why I spend my days searching from door to
door, world to world, seeking some glimmer of reminiscence, some
spark of recognition. I remember nothing of the land of my birth and
can only hope that, one day, when I fling open the correct door and
cross its threshold, the dam of forgetfulness will break before a tidal
wave of memory. Perhaps… I hope…
Every door is different. Some are ornate, carved from wood in patterns so complex that they become works of art, their faces filled
with fables whose meanings I can only guess at. Others are plain,
sheets of sheer metal or blank faces of stone. More still are made
different by their handles, knockers, or doorknobs. There are doors
of every colour and shape and combination thereof; there are doors
so tall that they must have been made for giants, and others too small
to even crawl through. So far, in my time in the Hall, I have traversed
through three thousand one hundred and eighty-six of them.
The worlds beyond the doors are as varied as the doors themselves. In my search for the realm of my birth, I have stepped foot on
snow-blasted glaciers, blue under the light of cold twin midnight suns;
I have wandered through abandoned temples, the faces of nameless
gods obscured by tangled vines, the sounds of thick jungle surrounding me; I have found myself amid vast deserts and inside pitch black
caverns, atop mountains and amongst the tumbledown buildings of
ruined cities, their streets devoid of all life except myself. The doors
give no indication of what lies beyond, their frames and faces con43

tain no clues, no hints. A door of simple pine might lead to a golden
temple, its onion-dome roofs glistening like teardrops set in amber,
whilst an opulent frame of silver and gemstones could pave the way
to a barren landscape of cracked earth and howling winds. Once, I
opened a door and was met with a violent crashing of waves. It took
all my strength to slam it shut against the tide. The Hall was wet for
many days and it took me a long time to find the courage to continue
with my search, lest the next door contain some greater danger not
so easily shut out.
None of these worlds have contained even the faintest echo of familiarity. The sights, sounds, and smells are all alien to me, carrying no associations. All that I feel as I wander through their myriad
landscapes is a deep, aching nostalgia for a place I cannot envision or
describe. I have forgotten my home yet I feel its loss everywhere I go,
as though some essential part of myself has been amputated.
In all the worlds that I have visited, I have never encountered another person. Not a living one, at least. The deserts, jungles, oceans,
mountains, caverns, cities, plains, temples, forests, and all other places sit empty, abandoned, forgotten. The loneliness has a force to it. In
all these places, there is no trace of the people that once lived there.
For all I know, I could be the only person left, across all the worlds.
What cataclysm must have visited these worlds, to deprive them of
inhabitants? Has it been working its way from door to door, as I have?
The fifty-third door that I opened leads to what I call the Bone
World. Here, skeletal remains lie stacked upon one another. Vertebral columns reach high up towards a blasted yellow sky; skulls sit in
piles, grinning sightlessly, those at the bottom reduced to little more
than dust by the weight of those above. Bones of all shapes and sizes
litter the landscape, stretching on and on.
They are human bones. All of them.
I have a little bag, a simple haversack of rough canvas that I carry
everywhere I go. When I found myself in the Bone World, I filled
my bag with many bones; vertebrae, phalanges, and metacarpals, as
well as certain others. I use them to mark the doors I have traversed
in the Hall. Different bones mean different things; a skull stands for
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danger, a jawbone for a world of plenty (there is no food to be found
in the Hall, so I must make use of what certain garden worlds provide, returning to them every couple of days to forage). I use the
phalanges and metacarpals to indicate worlds of no note that I have
visited. The Hall is long and without landmarks, save for the doors
themselves, whose variety is so infinite as to become confusing. It
would be easy to lose my place without the bones as markers. When
I opened the door that holds back the waves, many of the smaller
bones were washed away. I replaced those whose places I was sure of
and continued my search for a world that I remembered.
If I spend too long exploring a world, I begin to forget about the Hall
of Doors. The memories are not replaced by anything, no exchange
of recollections takes place; I simply begin to lose what few memories I have, the way a landscape disappears beneath heavy cloud. The
Hall of Doors may not be my home, but it is all that anchors me to
myself. At least for now. When such moments occur, when I can feel
the dementia fog advancing, I run as fast as I can, through fields or
forest, swamp or scrag, and hurl myself back through the door. Once
back in the Hall, the fog lifts, and I remember what little I know
again.
Sometimes, I consider giving up my search and settling down in
one of the more pleasant worlds, the ones I mark with jawbones,
where the hills roll gently and the fields and forests are cornucopias.
I could allow a new wave of forgetfulness to wash over me and never
return to the Hall of Doors. These moments are fleeting—I always
resume my search for a land that is familiar. I feel that it is my destiny. If I were to forget that, then I would no longer be myself. Without
purpose, I would become a mere automaton of flesh. I must treasure
what little memory I have, and strive to unearth the foreign country
that is my own past.
Every day, I open a new door. Perhaps one day, it will be the last
door, not leading me to a strange new world, but to a forgotten old
one.
Perhaps…
I hope…
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I STAND BEFORE THE ALTAR of bones, and I do not pray.
“Pray and die,” it is said. It is said for a reason. I strip off my heavy
cloak and let it fall to the damp ground. In the blue glow of moss
light, the bones, none human, are less grotesque than I’d imagined.
Not pure white, brown stains creep over them. Bones are never pure
white for long. And the altar is older than the cave I stand in.
I am ready. I begin my prayer. “Lord of bones and teeth, god of
what comes after decay, I beseech you. Grant me one thing.”
Silence, then there is a great groan and grinding together of solid
things, of time-stained bones. The altar unfolds itself, creaking and
struggling into the form of a giant. Twice as tall as I. It has two
heads at first. It looks down at me, sees I have only one, and shifts its
bones around. One head. It is not a human head. Its voice is cracking
and popping and barely more than the shifting of knuckle and joint.
“Who comes to my altar seeking favors? Who comes asking after...”
the pop of a joint interrupts, “a boon?”
“I am Lack of the Forgotten Planet, my Lord of solid flesh.”
“Have you not heard it said that those who pray shall die?”
“I have. My prayer is for death. Take my bones, Lord of that which
is sun-scorched, and use them. Only end me.”
A great grinding sound, the altar-god-bone is leaning down. It
stops just short of touch. It’s three empty eye sockets boring into my
two. “You cannot do this thing yourself?”
“I cannot.”
“No,” says the god of long-dead things. In a clattering of shit-colored ribs and skulls, the giant is gone, collapsed on itself. Only the
altar remains—a pile of bones.
That was it. My final chance at ending this cursed flesh. No one
knows why gods do or do not do. They are gods. In the last thousand
years (as measured by the old time), I have asked seventeen different
gods and powerful things for death. I have sought them across several dozen worlds. No one will kill me.
“You will,” I say. “You will.” I pick up my cloak, for it is cold in
this place, and climb atop the pile. There is no smell beyond the flat
dampness of rot all caves share. I spread my cloak and lie down,
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wrapping it around me. I wait. Measuring time by the ebb and eddy
of moss light. It has grown up and around the walls; above and below,
it glows softly. Those who lived here long ago bred and selected the
moss well. It is an almost perfect imitation of the First World’s light
cycle. Blue light comes with morning, darkness comes with night.
Food and drink I abandoned centuries since. I wait. After a few
weeks, I begin a game with myself. I pick through the pile under
me, selecting five small bones—each about the size of the first joint
of my thumb. With one hand only, I toss up one, quickly picking up
another and catching the one I tossed. Then again. Once I have five,
I start again. Picking up two bones before catching the tossed one.
Again with three. It is an old game. The oldest game I know. It was
ancient before the first colonists left the Forgotten World.
I have mastered seven different variations of the game, completing the required steps perfectly. I am beginning the eighth when the
footfall comes.
It is measured, heavy. A tall, broad thing walks into the blue light.
Not entirely human. I seize my cloak and leap off the altar. “Who are
you?” it says in the tongue native to this place.
I make the customary reply to strangers in a strange land, “No one,
no thing.”
Its long dark hair is not hair. Each strand is thick and alive. Moving, touching, feeling, like antennae. It wears the skins of creatures
even I do not know. It turns to the altar. “You there! God of leftovers
and scraps!” it calls. “Give me a boon.”
No answer.
It rolls its large bright eyes, “Lord of bones and teeth, god of what
comes after decay. I beseech you.” It mutters quickly, impatiently.
With a great creaking and popping, the god stands. “Who are you?”
“I am Trom, son of Flem and daughter of Hru.”
“You have heard it said, pray and die?”
“I have. You will not kill me. I am the last of my kind. A son and
daughter both.”
“What is your prayer?”
“Make me Queen King.
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“Of what?”
“All.”
The god of bones turns its three heads to me and says, “Kill him
her.”
“What?” I ask.
“NOW!” booms the god-bone, trembling.
“Why?”
“Why?” asks Trom, backing away.
The only answer is death. The god’s giant fist falls heavy on Trom.
Crushing, splattering the moss-covered walls. I hear a small sucking
noise, organic matter, nourishment for life. The moss eats. Bones
turns to me, “If you’d obeyed, I might have granted your prayer.”
“Shit,” I mutter. The blue light glows brighter.
I think the bones are going to collapse again. God will leave me for
another span of time. But the lord hesitates. “What is that thing you
have been doing with my bones?”
“It’s a game,” I say. “An old one.”
“Teach me.”
“If I do, will you kill me?”
Bones pauses. “Perhaps.” It collapses into a pile again. This time
a smaller body of bones is left standing. Not a bad imitation of a human skeleton, considering it’s made entirely without human. I spread
my cloak across the altar, and Bones’ avatar sits across from me. I
teach.
At first, the game pieces slip through the cracks of its hand. It
quickly shifts tiny fragments to cover. Solid flesh. Speed, its speed
is unworldly. After the first two tries, it makes no mistakes. Before
long, we’ve exhausted the known variations. We invent new rules
and challenges. A mix of juggling, only using specific “fingers” and
spreading the game over a larger area. I just barely miss the catch
on our latest variation; the bone clatters on the cave floor. I laugh for
the first time in many years. Bones also laughs, a scraping sound,
like the branches in a storm on my home world before the forgotten
planet was forgotten. I’m about to try again when the growl comes.
The creature is not small or very large. Dog-like, though clearly, it
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is no dog. It evolved somewhere else. No fur, only small feather-like
barbs with patches of skin showing here and there. Teeth sharp but
old and yellowed. It stalks over to the altar. Low crouching, dignified. Posed for battle but tired of it.
It growls again, and through the animalness comes a voice of higher intelligence. “Lord of bones and teeth, god of what comes after
decay. I beseech you.”
I leap aside with my cloak. A grinding and shifting and coming
together of bones. “Who is it that comes before me?” asks the Lord
of Bone.
“I am Zau of the Last Planet, trapped in the form of this beast.
I see, I think. He, too, wishes for death. For an end to his suffering.
“You have heard it said, pray and die?”
Zau cringes slightly at the words. “Yes. I ask for mercy, my lord.”
The god of long-dead things says nothing.
“I ask that you give me my old self back. Restore me to my youth.
To the way I was before.”
The god of sun-scorched things turns and looks at me. “Kill it,”
God commands, before collapsing into a lifeless pile.
Zau is at my throat before the last bone settles. Sharp and piercing,
strong-jawed. Putrid breath. I am on the ground rolling and bashing
the beast with my fists. It will not let go.
My fingers search for my dagger. It is not in its place. I grope the
ground for a weapon: a stone, anything. My fingers curl around a
small sharp thing. I plunge it into Zau’s body. Again, again, again.
Jaws relax, my throat comes free. I am bleeding, I will not die from
this. Wounds never kill me.
A thin, strong bone, dark with dripping liquid, is in my hand.
My dagger is a few paces away, where it must have slipped from its
sheath. The altar remains still.
“Hey!” I call. It is painful to speak. No answer. I throw away my
weapon. “Fucking hell!” I recite quickly, “Lord of bones and teeth,
god of what comes after decay. I beseech you.”
Bones stands, looming over me, saying nothing.
I know the trick now. I know how to get you to kill me.
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My throat still bleeds, the moss light is pulsing in anticipation. I do
not ask for death this time, “Heal me,” I say.
I brace for the darkness. God reaches out a giant hand and gently
touches my forehead. My throat no longer hurts.
What?
“Let us continue,” says the Lord.
“NO!” I scream. “You were supposed to kill me!”
God says nothing, only looks down at me.
“I taught you. I battled for you.”
“Yes, and I granted your prayer.”
Who knows why gods do or do not do? “Kill me,” I plead.
“Give the beast’s body to the light.” I want to leave. I don’t.
I drag the dead meat that was Zau of the Last Planet to the wall
where the moss is thick. A low sucking sound, and it begins to eat.
Blue glows bright. “If I play the game, will you kill me?” I ask.
“Perhaps.” The god of bones collapses, leaving a human-like avatar. Slowly, I lay my cloak on the altar. We sit across from each other.
We begin to play an old game, one of the oldest games.
“Will you trick me again?” I ask.
A small scraping laugh fills the cave, echoing through it. “When
the game grows old, we invent new rules,” the god says, shifting its
teeth into a semblance of a smile.
“I see.” I smile too.
“Choose your prayer more carefully next time,” says the altar,
which is a god, which is bone of bones, and solid flesh.
“I will,” I say. The game continues.
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HE BOY HAD NAMED HIM after his favorite movie, an
animated thing filled with magic spells, demons, witchcraft,
and warfare—all staples of a twelve year old boy’s blossoming fantasy world. A world which had, until recently, revolved entirely around him. They made a strange pair, and were often the subject
of small town chatter when juicy gossip was nowhere to be found. It
was common to hear talk of the wild, fire haired boy riding through
town with the one-eyed black cat riding shotgun in his bike basket.
They did everything together, Howl and his boy, the boy and Howl.
The boy’s imagination was as uninhibited as his temperament and
the sleepy hamlet in which they lived was the perfect fodder. Howl
was taught that the small tea shop in the town center was a front for a
witch’s apothecary. The old-timey doctor’s office, a vampire’s lair—a
tale the boy often tried to convince the mother of, but never with
much success. And the local butcher’s unsold leftovers came to life
at night like twisted zombies, sprouting a failed attempt at vegetarianism. Howl learned that the abandoned well behind their house was
a portal to another world, and when you wished upon a penny and
threw it in, if you were lucky, that wish would come true.
The boy made many wishes throughout his childhood. He wished
to escape the vampire’s clutches every time the mother took him for
his annual. He wished to pass his middle school math tests. A couple
years later, he wished to take the girl he liked to homecoming. And
a little while after that, he was wishing that the mailman would be
arriving with admissions letters to take him away from the sleepy little town he had once loved, and off to bigger and brighter adventures.
Howl was beside him for each one of these wishes, and for each success when they were granted, or disappointment when they weren’t.
Eventually, many of those wishes did come true. The boy went away
to one of those big bright schools, and left Howl, the mother, and his
fantastical world behind.
The mother didn’t dislike Howl persay, but she also didn’t particularly want him to begin with. She had taken the boy to the closest
shelter two towns over after the boy’s father had died. She had wanted to get them a dog, something to protect them on the now eerily
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empty nights. She had thought having a dog would teach the boy
responsibility, and get him out of the house more. However, when the
boy saw Howl, it was love at first sight. Despite the mother’s deepest
desires, when she saw her son smile for the first time in months the
deal was sealed, and the scraggly, half-blind kitten laid comfortably
in the dog’s bed all the way home. As she sat home alone that first
weekend after the boy had left, she felt herself wishing she’d held her
ground, and went to sleep that night dreaming he could shapeshift
into a mastiff.
Howl spent much of those first few weeks wandering the grounds
around the house, purposeless. He didn’t know what to do without
the boy, and often found himself lying on the sides of the well wondering where he could find a penny in hopes a wish would bring his
boy home. One particularly listless day in late November, he decided
to go searching. The mother was making a large meal in the kitchen,
preoccupied by an unloved recipe book and muttering a string of
curse words. Howl knew she kept a catch-all tray in her room, and
bargained he would find some change in it, and sneak back out for his
wish before she realized his thievery.
Penny in mouth, Howl snuck back out to the well to make his wish.
He closed his one good eye, as he always watched the boy do, and
wished to see him again before leaning forward to drop the coin. Just
like the boy, he leaned further forward to watch the coin disappear
into the darkness. Unlike the boy, Howl misjudged the tapered edge
of the well, and suddenly found himself tumbling forward into the
depths after his wish. He braced himself for a damp, bone-crushing
impact that never came. Eon-long seconds passed before Howl realized that the darkness was subsiding to light, and he found himself
popping back up, and out of the well.
Confused, and disoriented Howl looked around unsure what to expect. The world looked the same, felt the same, but smelled slightly...
off. Howl prided himself on his sense of smell, feeling as though it
was made all the more powerful by his impacted vision. And this
backyard, this air, this well did not smell right. He hopped down off
the well, and cautiously crept around the grounds searching for a
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sign, something out of place, but everything seemed the same. As he
neared the end of the driveway, and the road into town, the strange
smell grew stronger.
Howl followed the scent, and soon found himself coming up on
the tea shop. A pungent cloud was coming out of the back window.
Curious, he hopped up onto the ledge to peer in, shocked by the view
he was met with. Hunched over an incredibly large, steaming pot was
the owner, except she was not the nice old lady he had remembered.
In her stead was a face distorted by a large nose and moles—the spitting image of a witch out of the boy’s books. Taken aback, and convinced he must have hit his head in the fall, Howl scampered away.
He went to the butcher’s in search of the butcher’s cat, an acquaintance whom Howl trusted to knock some sense into him. As he meandered toward the store, he passed shops with boarded up windows
he had sworn were open just a few days prior. He saw dying street
lights flickering in the near dusk hour, and traffic lights that wouldn’t
change. Upon arrival at the butcher’s, Howl could not find the snarky
young tabby, and felt his hopes fall. He made his way around back
to see if he could find her picking through the dumpster for meaty
bones—a fond pastime the two shared. He spied her tail curling
above one of the cans and jumped to join her.
The other cat hissed territorially and Howl backed off, confused.
This cat looked like his friend, but aged many years, and without the
playful spark he had grown to know. After a few moments the other
cat calmed and the pair exchanged some pleasantries.
“What happened to your face?” The other cat questioned.
“My face? What happened to your entire body?” Howl retorted.
“What’s that supposed to mean?” She responded, her hair standing
on end.
“When I saw you last week you didn’t look so,” Howl mused over
the politest way to put it, but couldn’t come up with an alternative,
“old.”
“Well that’s just rude, not to mention incorrect.” She replied, “I haven’t seen you in months, maybe even years.” Howl sat, dumbfounded. “Close your mouth, you’ll catch flies.” She jumped down off the
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bins and sauntered away, back towards the entrance. Less gracefully,
Howl followed after.
“What do you mean? I saw you last week... you had just come back
from the vet, after... well, you know...” Howl trailed off in confusion.
“Howl, honey, I was spayed close to ten years ago, and I definitely
didn’t see you last week. If I had, I would have remembered seeing
your mutilated face, and that scar appears more than healed.” She
gestured at his missing eye.
“That doesn’t make any sense. We celebrated your fourth birthday
a month ago.” Howl tried to grasp at the straws of his reality. “And
I’ve been blind since I can remember.” The other cat’s expression,
previously amused by Howl’s confused blabbering, now shifted. Her
head tilted to the side in wonderment, before her face rested somewhere between reverence and astonishment.
“You’re him aren’t you.” It wasn’t a question.. She came closer, giving him a thorough look. “So you’re Howl from the other side.” She
circled him, and Howl didn’t know whether to feel threatened or confused, settling for a mix of the two.
“The other side... you mean I really did fall through the well.” Howl
moved away from her invasive inspection.
“Well that would explain it.” She said, resigning the examination.
Before Howl could respond, she stalked off in the direction he had
come from. “I am sure you have questions, but it’s getting dark, and
we should get you home before the cows come out.”
“The cows?” Howl scampered off after her.
“God did you not learn anything on your side? You were with him
after all.” Her glare sent shivers down Howl’s spine, and he questioned if these ‘cows’ could be worse than whatever her wrath may
entail. “Think about it.”
Realization dawned on him, the witch, the well, the cows, the
butcher’s cows, from the boy’s imagination. “You can’t be serious...
Zombie Cows!?” Howl exclaimed incredulously.
“Obviously.” He could hear her eyes rolling.
“So everything we dreamed up, it’s all real here?” He asked, catching up to her. They were halfway back to the house now, and he
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wanted answers before she sent him home. “Even the,” Howl paused
as if he could hear him, “vampire?”
“Bingo.” She turned the corner to their street. “Every wish he ever
made in that stupid well, or dreamt up on your little adventures.” Her
voice curdled in his ears.
“Stupid? That well is a place where dreams came true. It’s the
whole reason you exist.” He paused, “and it’s how I’m going to get
my boy back.”
“You’re really that naive? Take a look at the world around you,”
she whipped around to face him, teeth bared “look at me. You said it
yourself. I don’t look so great. Nothing here does.”
Howl considered her words carefully, hesitant to respond.
“The boy forgot us. Why do you think my side is falling apart?
Each day he grows up is a day he forgets us more and more. Each day
ages us more than you will in months” she grew quiet for a moment.
“Soon there won’t even be an our side left.” They stopped at the entrance to Howl’s driveway, or rather its mirror. “This is your stop kid.
Get home safe.” She turned away to head back home.
“Wait,” Howl found himself floundering for words. “Can I do anything to help?”
“Be grateful he loves you, and don’t let him forget it.” She wandered away, in the direction of the dilapidated town, leaving Howl
speechless and uneasy. After a few moments he made his way back
up to the well, pausing for a moment to take everything in, before
taking the plunge back home.
When Howl appeared right side, he was greeted with a welcome
sight. His boy’s car in the driveway and his boy’s voice floating from
the kitchen window. His wish had come true. He took a moment,
unsure whether to thank the well before hopping down.
The boy came outside, picking up Howl and pulling him close.
“I’ve been looking for you buddy. I’ve missed you.” The boy kissed
his head, and the scruff on his chin made Howl’s head itch. The boy
set him down, and pulled his wallet from his pocket. “What do you
say, one quick wish and then we head inside?” He closed his eyes
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and dropped the penny in, whispering “I wish that mom doesn’t burn
Thanksgiving dinner this year.” Howl smelled the air, distinctly tasting burnt turkey, and smiling to himself. At least the otherside would
have a good meal waiting.
“You know one year I wished for your eye to grow back buddy,
but I like you better this way.” The boy scooped him up, and the pair
headed inside. Howl and his boy, the boy and Howl.
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“Let me out! Let me out!”
Her screams rip through the night air, muting the symphony of
crickets that had lulled them into a fitful sleep.
Willow coughs, her mouth covered in a thin layer of dirt. “Mom?
Are you ok?”
Her mom sits up, rubbing her eyes. After a few moments, she
strokes Willow’s hair and says, “I’m alright, go back to sleep baby.”
Willow is used to her mom’s nightmares. She is always only half
asleep anyway, ready to pounce if a raccoon or bear decides to check
out their stuff. But tonight, her mother’s screams stir something in
her that she can’t shake. She feels the cool night air over every inch of
her skin, pulling at it until goosebumps cover her small body. Every
hoot, howl, and chirp catch her attention. Willow puts a hand on her
ragged Cinderella shirt and tries to stop her mind from imagining
what her mother calls “the change.” Her mom is always brief, never
saying more than that the world grew angry and started shaking,
flooding, and burning more and more until most of what was before was gone. Willow was born after the earth settled into a hotter,
harsher world. Now, she lies in the darkness tense and rigid, waiting
for the relief of the morning sun.
Slowly, the sounds of the night fade away and the forest grows
hazy. The sweet smell of morning dew fills the air. Willow watches
two squirrels chasing each other around a tree and slips seamlessly
into her cheerful self. “Good morning, Mom!” she says.
“Good morning, Willow.”
“Those two squirrels are fighting over an acorn.” She points to the
squirrels and laughs, ready for another day. Neither of them mentions
the nightmare. Her mom hands her a spoon and opens a can of beans.
Willow gulps down the bland mush in silence, keeping her eyes focused on the squirrels. Once their bellies are full enough not to ache,
they pack up and start on one of their endless long walks.
Willow listens to the twigs snapping under their feet and ignores
the tired feeling in her legs, a near constant companion. She tries to
fight the urge to ask her mom for a story, but after countless steps she
gives in, “Can you tell me about the world before, mom?”
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“That’s all gone now,” her mom replies.
“Please! I won’t get sad! I promise! Please mom!”
“Willow, we have a lot to do right now. Let’s keep moving.”
On the most amazing, rarest of nights, though, when the sky is
clear and they lay gazing at the stars, her mom describes things like
ice cream, school, and rocket ships. One such night, her mom says,
“Imagine eating a big, fluffy ball of snow, but sweet!”
Willow laughs and feels her mother’s arm around her. Warmth surrounds her as her mom continues, “They had all kinds of flavors,
mint chocolate chip, vanilla, chocolate! We used to walk to the ice
cream shop and get it on a cone, daring each other to get double
scoops and eat them before they melted.”
She listens so closely that she finds herself holding her breath, picturing such a beautiful world with all her might. She wants the world
her mother describes, any of it really. What her mother leaves out
Willow fills in with the few books they find on their explorations.
Her mother taught her to read with an old fairy tale book, dirty and
torn with pages missing. It is Willow’s most prized possession, even
though she had long ago memorized it.
They are forever moving, never staying in one place more than a
night or two. Her mom leads them with purpose and Willow dutifully follows, never questioning that they are headed somewhere but
relying only on her imagination to figure out where. They spend a lot
of time digging through old, crumbling buildings and searching for
anything useful. Their explorations uncover some amazing things,
like clothes and tins of sardines, and some awful things like bones
that make Willow stop and stare.
“Was this a person Momma?”
“Yes, baby.”
In these moments, Willow feels her body tense, her heart racing.
She tries not to think about the terror of the change that left bones
and nightmares in its wake.
On the best days they run into other wanderers. Her mom always
ignores them, staying in the shadows of trees and saying, “Be quiet
Willow, let’s hope they didn’t see us.”
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Willow stands in silence staring at the strangers and hoping they
approach. They almost always do, asking how they are and where
they have been. Her heart soars on these days. Not because she
sometimes gets to play with other kids, which she does, laughing and
climbing and feeling, just for a moment, what the world must have
been like. But because she sometimes gets to hear the adults talking.
Her mother has these conversations in hushed tones, but she overhears enough to know that there is civilization out there, somewhere.
Words like “military,” “work camps,” and “rebuilding” catch Willow’s ears. She takes these words and holds onto them with the care
she shows injured birds, which she carries in her pockets and feeds
berries to until they fly away. These words are treasures that fill in
her understanding of the world. She might not know what they mean,
but they are the foundation she uses to construct a future, a place, a
home. Willow carries on with the determination of someone who
knows they are going somewhere better, headed for a brighter future.
When she asks, her mom always smiles and says “one day, baby.”
On top of these hints of civilization, she constructs the rest of the
world out of her fairy tales. A castle here, a fairy godmother there,
a bit of dancing, a dash of feasting. She adds princesses, of course,
and dragons and knights and horses. “Can you imagine Momma? A
castle full of people dancing and eating delicious food!”
“You know fairy tales are pretend, Willow, even before the change.”
Willow doesn’t quite believe her. She is trying to protect her from
the pain of missing that world, sure, but Willow knows the truth. She
sees it with her own eyes. Every once in a while, they pass by a castle.
A real castle. And each time, Willow begs her mom to go inside and
explore, “There’s got to be stuff in there, too, mom! Food or books or
maybe a sword!”
“No.”
Her mom always says no. She never gives a reason. Willow stares
longingly as they pass, imagining dragons trying to break in by flying
over their towering walls covered in barbed wire, or a witch scheming up a way to trick the guards into the gate. She wonders how terrified they must have been to build those big walls, trying with all their
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might to keep evil out. The castles are always gray, just like in her
worn fairy tale book. And once she even sees a tower that must have
been Rapunzel’s. These are some of her favorite days, as they fill her
imagination to the brim. She beams as she imagines Cinderella at the
ball or Sleeping Beauty asleep in her beautiful canopy bed.
One day, Willow is daydreaming and looks up to see a castle in
the distance. As they get closer to the fortress, a storm starts out of
nowhere.
Her mom says, “Come on, baby, we can make it a little further.”
Willow stares at the castle, thinking it’s the perfect place to take
cover but knowing enough not to mention it. The storm grows fierce,
quickly. Willow can’t remember such a storm, howling wind, booming thunder, bright lightning. It is beautiful, but her mom doesn’t
seem to think so.
Finally, her mom relents, “We have to go into the castle, just while
the storm passes. I want you to stay close to me, ok?”
Willow can’t believe her luck. She isn’t just beaming, she is glowing. They walk through the tumbling wall and find a covered alcove
just past it. Her mom clears a spot on the ground and says, “Here
baby, let’s curl up until the storm passes.”
They both fall asleep. When the storm quiets, Willow wakes up.
She watches the castle’s gray walls turn from dull to bright as the sun
replaces the dark clouds. A small black bird emerges, chirping as it
lands on the ground in front of her. Willow follows the bird out of
the alcove, leaving her sleeping mom. She decides this might be her
only chance to explore a castle and she starts trudging through some
rubble to get to it. She walks into the abandoned building with the
confidence of experience and the hope of finding a fairy tale.
The castle is surprisingly intact, although drearier than she imagined. It has almost no windows, so she stands still for a while to
let her eyes adjust. “Huh,” she thinks. She wanders around looking
through debris as they always do. Plastic boxes, a large metal frame
you can walk through, some small black boxes with what she thinks
are antennas. She’s seen antennas on old cars, but never on little boxes. Once they found a TV with an antenna and her mom had laughed,
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explaining that it was ancient even for her. But these had no screen.
Willow tosses them aside and keeps moving. The doors are heavy,
made of thick metal. The hallway is pitch black. She feels her way
into a large room with thin slits in the wall. “Well, at least there’s
windows,” she thinks. She freezes. Cages. The room is full of cages. “Oh, this must be the dungeon,” she thinks, tepidly. She always
imagined the dungeon as a tiny room, buried deep in the basement,
only to hold the evilest of evils. This room has at least a dozen cages,
she’s afraid to count. Maybe this is where they kept ferocious animals? She peers into a cage. Bones. Human bones.
She runs out as fast as she can, back to her mom. Her mom, awake
now, smiles and asks, “Well, did you get to see the castle?”
“It’s not a castle is it mom?”
“No, sweetie, it’s not.”
She never thought too much about the dungeons in her fairy tales
before. Their world is so simple, goodness and evil, and what is one
to do with evil but lock it away?
But those stacks of cages. Full of people. Human beings held in
cages? Willow shutters. And those towering walls, the barbed wire.
They weren’t keeping evil out. They were keeping people in. Everything comes into focus. Her mom’s nightmares aren’t about the
change, but about the before. Fairy tales have it all wrong, they have
good and evil flipped. Something dark, something sinister caged
people like her mom, treated them like vicious animals. The weight
of her realization makes her lose her breath.
“You alright, Willow?”
“Yeah, I’m good.”
She follows her mom out of the fortress with a new vigor, a new
purpose. Lost is her passion for finding civilization, for running toward something. She is ready now. To keep running away.
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2017 AD:
The room is bare except for a single page lying on the ground in
front of my feet and the young man huddling against the corner. I
bend down and pick up the sheet. The front and back are covered in
letters. Some do not belong.
“How pitiful.” I rip the page to shreds. The man cries out. “To
think I’ve let you leech upon me for two years and that was all the
knowledge you absorbed.” I release the handful of shredded pieces to
the floor. The man trembles as I move closer.
“Please,” he breaks into a sob. “I tried. I learned everything I could.
I studied, I asked questions—”
Dull. Why are they all so dull, saying the same things, as if their
words hold value.
“I swear to you—” He’s still blubbering? “I will study harder, I
will—” Why don’t they just stay silent.
I extend my hand and place it on his forehead. He won’t stop begging. A force presses against my palm and pulses up my arm. It is
resisting. But it is weak. They’re always weak. As the force pushes
against me, I extend past it, in the space between soul and flesh. I
slither through the gap, breaking each tying thread in my wake. In a
violent rush, the flesh shatters and the soul bursts out. I withdraw my
being and step out from his mind.
43 BC:
“Aleixo!”
I jump from my bench and rush over to where Alastair is sitting.
Scrolls litter every inch of the table. “What is it?”
“Read this.” I crane my head over his shoulder to read where his
finger points.
The body has always been believed to be a vessel for
the soul. The flesh being like that of a vase containing water, the water resembling the soul. However, if
such is the case, what prevents the soul from escaping its container? Perhaps the body does more than
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detachedly harbor the soul. Instead, reason leads
me to contend that the soul and flesh adjoin at certain points, those being where emotions arise, where
mortality meets immortality. If this theory holds true,
it begs the question: How are they connected? Is it
from birth that humanity merges skin with soul, or
does the passage of years and individual experiences
form connections between them?
I stop reading and shake my head. “Alastair, you must stop adhering to this nonsense. The soul cannot be divided from the body in
such a simple fashion.”
Alastair pushes up from the table and turns to meet my gaze.
“But what if it is. What if this is exactly how the soul and body are
formed.” His eyes are wild, burning. “What if one was able to create
more threads and merge the soul and the body to create a stronger
bond. Do you understand what this could mean?”
I wave him off. “Such words are hubris, Alastair. And impossible.”
“No, not impossible. Improbable, maybe, but never impossible. You
always say, ‘through the pursuit of knowledge nothing is impossible.’”
Caught with my own words. I look back into his face. His features
are eager, burning with such deep passion that I cannot find it within
myself to argue lest his flame die. “May the gods have mercy on our
souls.” Alastair smirks, and we delve into the scroll together.
2017 AD:
Before me lies the withered body of a seemingly aged man. Its hair
is white and scarce, its skin is pale and sunken, its bones are brittle,
its eyes hollow. What a waste. And to think it once begged me to
teach it. It was never worthy of being my student.
I step over the body and return to my desk. I reach into a drawer
and draw out a single sheet of paper and a pen. I close my eyes and
rummage through my memory to recall the words on the page in the
man’s mind that didn’t belong there, written in another’s hand. My
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pen scribbles the words as they come.
See where it all began
The beginning and the end.
A call. He is ready.
46 BC:
“Do you feel it?” Alastair exclaims.
My body thrums with energy. Each atom within me surges with
strength, with power. So this is what it means to be alive.
Alastair watches me study my body and shouts for joy.
“I can’t believe it! We actually succeeded.”
“You’re the one who said we could.”
“And you said it would be fruitless.” Alastair stares at me with a
devilish grin. I can’t help but smile back.
“Well, I guess I was wrong for once, wasn’t I?”
2017 AD:
Traffic. Skyscrapers. Roads. Bustling people with no thoughts
worthwhile. I pity what this land has become.
I haven’t returned here since the incident. Not afraid of what I’d
find, but of being reminded of what I’d lost. It haunts me even now.
Despite the wholeness of merging my soul and flesh, a part of me
aches, feeling incomplete.
As I gaze across the waters, someone approaches and joins my
side.
“It’s been two thousand years, and I still can’t be here without feeling the weight of loss.”
I can feel his piercing gaze, but I don’t respond.
“I see you still haven’t lost your loquaciousness.”
“Why are we here? Why now?” I finally turn to face him. Alastair
looks exactly the same as he did when we were young and ambitious.
His eyes still contain that eager glow, but more dimmed. His face
more solemn.
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Alastair sighs. “I’m tired of fighting. I’m tired of everything. I just
want everything to go back to how it was.”
I should’ve known. He isn’t here for restitution.
“To living in the dark abyss of ignorance? To succumb to mortality,
to even rejoice in it? Is that the life you would desire?”
Alastair turns away and runs his hand through his dark curls. “No.
I could never have lived that life. But I was young, foolish still. We
should never have delved into that realm.”
“So, you would rather live the pointless life of a mortal? Continually learning and growing, only to die and have humanity start again
in circles? We broke the cycle. We are the only ones who can truly
fulfill the purpose of life, to overcome the barriers of knowledge and
to use it for its intended purpose.”
“To use it against others you mean,” Alastair groans. “Life used to
have so much meaning. We only had a limited time to fulfill our role
. . . I know you don’t, but I envy those whose time is limited. To overcome the obstacles, not just for yourself but for all that come after?
For a world that you won’t even be there to witness?” Anger burns
through my veins with each ignorant word he speaks. “I admire their
strength and their drive. Even we were fueled by the knowledge that
our days were numbered. It was our own mortality that gave us the
power to discover immortality.”
My hand lunges at his head and holds it in a tight grip.
“Since you love mortals so much, why don’t I reintroduce you to
mortality?”
His mind gives way to my soul.
48 BC:
Screams echo, bouncing off the stone walls. Hundreds of scholars
and teachers abandon their studies and sprint out onto the streets.
I run opposite them and head further into the library, up the stairs
to my own study. I begin to gather every scroll within reach.
“Aleixo, we need to leave! Now!” Alastair grabs my arm from behind. The scrolls fall out of my grasp and onto the floor. I break free
from his hands and lunge for the fallen parchments.
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“We can use these!” I yell.
“We cannot. We must leave before they arrive.”
“And let them access our work? I will die before I let that filthy
Roman lay a hand on a single parchment.”
“No, I have a plan for that, but we must get out of here first.”
I have a plan. What does he mean to do? Alastair isn’t looking at
me anymore. I follow his gaze as he fixates on a line of torches on the
wall. He would never. He couldn’t.
“You would rather us lose everything?” I cry. “We could use the
knowledge we’ve gained. Immortality was just the surface of what
we have achieved, we could conquer not just Caesar, but the world
as we know it. I’ve been studying how souls not only connect to our
flesh, but to other souls as well. We have the power to overcome others’ souls, I know it. I just need more time.”
“We don’t have time! Caesar is upon us.” Alastair bends to lift me
off the ground but I hit his hand away. Alastair backs away, startled.
“You were never truly devoted were you,” I sneer. “You’re a coward! To forgo using power out of fear?”
“I’m afraid! Yes, I’m afraid.” Alastair steps back, warily. “But not
of them.” His hands are shaking. “I’m afraid of you.”
I scoff. “Me? Me?! You’re afraid of me.” Vicious laughter erupts
from my mouth. Me? He’s afraid of me?
Alastair goes quiet. “Yes. You haven’t been the same since . . .
since—”
“Since I found the true form? You’re no different from me. We
could retaliate. We could end them! Together, with our knowledge
we can overcome—”
Alastair shakes his head and backs away from me. Tears escape his
eyes. “I’m sorry,” he whispers. In a swift motion, he grabs the nearest
torch and begins to light a row on fire. The fine paper, already worn,
catches quickly. Flames grow and spread like a wave, eating every
word in its path.
“No!” I shriek and lunge for him, but he is already running down
the stairs and out of the doors. The scrolls. I rush to the scrolls I had
dropped on the ground. I scoop them up. I need more, they are not
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enough. The flames roar. Each wall on this floor is alight. Heat rises
from the stairs. He must have started fires down there as well. No
matter how many scrolls I attempt to save, I can never save enough.
The flames lick at my skin. My face burns. Smoke infiltrates my
lungs. My eyes water. I can barely see the ground in front of me. All
is red. All is blood. With my arms wrapped around scrolls, I barrel
through the flames and down the stairs. I don’t stop until the hiss
of fire is replaced with the piercing sound of screams. I drop to the
ground. Before me stands a pillar of fire, eating everything I have
ever known to be true.
2017 AD:
Stone pillars loom above me. Long tables stand in rows. Papers
covered in ink litter their surfaces. I walk past and follow up a familiar staircase that stretches before me. As I reach the top of the stairs,
my breath fails me. Thousands and thousands of scrolls and parchments cover the walls, reaching to the high ceilings. Each document
looks exactly how I remembered it.
“It’s beautiful, isn’t it?” Alastair appears beside me.
I can’t form words. Everything I lost was here? In his mind?
I don’t have time to think. I grip his mind with my soul. I search for
a path to break his soul’s connections but—
Alastair smiles. “My soul and body are one, remember?”
Yes, but if I could just sever a few threads, I might—
“Aleixo.” Tears fall from his eyes as he looks on me with… pity? I
don’t want his pity. I am not a creature to be pitied.
He closes his eyes. Flames erupt from the walls. No, please not
again. Fire bleeds through my flesh, penetrating deep into my veins,
breaking each tying thread. The rot of mortality burns on my tongue.
Our body and souls as one burn as the decaying library consumes
us.
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IST WHIPPED OVER THE WAVES, the white trying
to hide the rising water to no avail as the boat shuddered.
The water was slow, but that somehow made it worse—
watching the gray and white mass rise above, hovering just for a
moment before descending.
It was around the third wave that Mara realized she was going to
die.
“Go!” someone shouted, and Mara turned to see the world burn
brightly behind her. A few people screamed, falling to the floor of
the boat as the captain struggled to get out of the harbor. Buzzing
came overhead, followed by a whistling as something splashed into
the rolling waves.
“Well,” the captain yelled, voice almost completely muted by wailing sirens. “If you believe in a god, now might be the time to pray.”
Mara didn’t worship any god—and she didn’t feel one now. Back on
land, people were still rushing to get on boats, but most of the remaining ships were racing away with whoever was onboard.
A tingling sensation rippled down her fingers as the waves finally
stilled, accompanied by an eerie hush. The world seemed to hold its
breath. Then—with a clattering boom—everything burst into white.
A mountain of water and mist soared directly beside them as pain
tore over her, leaving a numbing feeling of nothingness in its wake.
Silence followed.
Something poked Mara’s arm, drawing a sharp breath from her
as she tried to register her surroundings. She was dry… somehow.
There was no boat. No screaming. No death. Or maybe this was
death?
“Hello,” a voice said, and she felt another poke. “Wake up. I don’t
have all day.”
Mara blinked. She was in a dingy corridor that looked like it belonged in a haunted mansion with marbled floors and white arches
above her. Beside her was a man. Boy. It was hard to tell. Something
about him seemed to shift—as if he was being molded from sand
right in front of her.
Mara jerked back, crawling until her back hit the wall. The boy
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tilted his head—eyes an odd yellow that reminded her of weathered
books and burning hearths.
“A surprisingly tame reaction,” he said and stood up, tossing black
braids over his shoulder. Mara looked around. Her heart couldn’t
seem to slow down. She felt it beating in her throat, choking her.
“Where—how?” she began, voice hoarse as she tried to grasp
whatever strange reality she was in.
“My name is Anthony,” the stranger said. “Not that you asked.”
Given the circumstances of this introduction, Mara felt this was
forgivable. Anthony apparently did not agree as he jutted his hands
into the pockets of a worn parka, and walked down the hallway. Mara
stared after him—too shocked to move—before snapping back into
focus.
“Hey!” she called, scrambling past several oak doors on either side
of her. She froze when the glint of gold caught her eye. Frowning, she
took a step back—squinting a bit at the placard beside her.
‘Atlantis’
Mara blinked twice before looking ahead once more. Anthony had
vanished, leaving her to puzzle over the odd naming of the door.
Curiosity gnawed at her stomach, twisting belligerently before she
turned the knob and walked inside.
Sand shifted under her feet. Around her were crumbling stones
and moss-covered columns that leaned against some intricate metal
designs. It was hard to see—everything was dimly lit and the air
thick. She was about to step back when a snapping sound came from
behind her.
Her head whipped around to see Anthony in the doorway—light
bursting at his entrance. The columns instantly righted themselves,
the sand hardening into packed dirt beneath her feet. From beside
her, people whisked into view, speaking a melodic language she’d
never heard as they strolled about. Mara spluttered—jerking her
head up to see the sun burning brightly above.
“You’re nosey,” Anthony greeted. Mara stared at him. Her mind
felt like it was being stretched and folded like kneaded bread. “Come
along. You don’t belong here.”
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Mara didn’t move. “What is this?” she asked. Anthony paused in
stepping out the door to look over his shoulder.
“Didn’t you read the plaque? It’s Atlantis.”
“But… how…?” Children were chasing each other—dressed in
clothing she had only seen in movies and history textbooks. “Atlantis
is…” She tried to find the right words—or even the right question to
begin.
Anthony rolled his eyes. “I’ll explain as we walk. Let’s go.”
He reached out to tug her wrist. His touch was rough—but more
concerningly the skin withered away the moment his fingers latched
onto her, leaving the outline of a skeleton in its place.
Horror sank into Mara’s throat. She wrenched back with a terrified
choking noise. Anthony let go of her, looking only a little indignant
as she raced towards the exit. Nobody around her seemed to notice—
or even see her at all. She tried to yank the door open, but it wouldn’t
budge. Giving a desperate cry, she pounded her fist against the wood.
Anthony snorted. “Calm down,” he said, pushing her aside to open
the door. The light in the room disappeared. Mara blinked, watching
as the ground slipped beneath her back into sand. The columns collapsed silently into ruin once more.
“H-how did you do that?” she asked, stepping out of the room. Anthony ignored her. “You said you would explain—” she tried, keeping her distance as she eyed him warily.
“I might if you would stop screaming for five seconds,” he said
snidely. She was about to scowl back when he stopped in front of a
different door. “Want to see another?”
Mara’s eyes drifted up to the next placard. The words ‘Hanging
Gardens of Babylon’ were written in a loopy font. “Ladies first,” Anthony said, pushing up the door.
Against her better judgment, Mara walked inside.
Clay mounds sat on either side of her—forming tunnels like the
inside of an anthill. The wind blew, and yellowing plants rattled. She
turned just in time to see Anthony enter. The world jumped to life.
The mounds rose—forming towering buildings with plants spilling
out open windows like mini-waterfalls of green. Birds flew above
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with water filling a moat around them as a woman picked flowers,
oblivious to Mara and Anthony’s existence.
“This one is a favorite of mine,” Anthony said, reaching up to pluck
a strange fruit from a tree above them and popping it in his mouth.
Mara shook her head. “How are you doing that?” she asked. Anthony
raised a brow.
“What?”
“That.”
“This?”
Mara glared, and Anthony laughed, eating another fruit before
holding out his hand. His skin disappeared once more, and Mara
cringed away.
“Not everything in your world is easily remembered. I am proof of
those places.” He turned his arm so she could see a strange conglomeration of mismatched bones. They varied in colors and sizes—some
fossilized, some splintered, some newer, and some even charred.
“This,” he said, pointing to a bone in his forearm, “belonged to her.”
He nodded to the woman beside them.
Mara tried to process that.
“So… these places come alive whenever you walk in… because
you… have people’s bones?”
“Yeah, and, like, magic, or whatever,” Anthony said, shaking out
his arm. Mara didn’t quite know what to say to that. Not that she had
a chance with how quickly he left the room. The plants withered
away, the world melting into barren mounds once more.
“I don’t understand,” Mara said as she followed. “If this place is
just… magical worlds that used to exist… why am I here?”
They passed several more doors—Lemuria, Avalon, and Buyan all
neatly written. Mara resisted the urge to open every single one, instead focusing on Anthony as he strolled ahead.
“I’m magical. Most of the worlds aren’t,” Anthony informed her.
“I’m mainly here to keep track of everything for archival purposes.”
“What does that mean?” Unable to help herself, Mara opened a
door labeled ‘El Dorado’. Anthony sighed and went inside. The room
lit up into a brilliant gold, the moss and dirt clearing away into an
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expansive temple of gold with glittering jewels.
“Well,” Anthony began slowly. “History exists in a vacuum… but
also affects everything. Does that help?”
“No.”
“Humans,” he muttered. “Well, according to your teachings, these
places are myths or legends.” Mara nodded, running a hand over a
golden pillar. A young man was near the edge of the temple, praying
in the morning sunlight. “But they existed and played a vital role in
your modern world—whether you realize it or not.” Anthony moved
back towards the door. “There are others you haven’t even heard of—
these are just the famous ones. Look.”
Mara moved to the room directly across from them. This one had
‘Oqadin’ written on it.
“When did this exist?” she asked. Anthony looked down at his leg,
skin disappearing so he could tap his femur.
“Thirteenth-century in… North America,” he said. Mara tilted her
head, creaking the door open to see no remnants of this mystery
world except woods. She went to walk in, but Anthony cleared his
throat, jerking his head down the hallway. Mara frowned, but followed, giving one last wistful look over her shoulder.
“And what am I doing here?” she asked, repeating her initial question. Anthony stopped in front of a door. It was identical to the rest—
except this placard was blank. Mara stared at it for a moment. Then
at where Anthony was waiting.
Oh.
Mara didn’t quite know what to do. She just stood there—digesting
the implications.
“But…” she began and licked her lips. “I—I mean, I live… I lived,”
she corrected herself with the sickening realization she was definitely
dead, “in New York. Nobody would think it’s a myth.”
Anthony smiled—it was softer than his other wry attempts of
amusement. “Everyone says that when they first get here.” Mara
swallowed. She looked back at the door. “Go on,” he prodded her.
“It’s your home.”
Was it? Tentatively, she grabbed the doorknob and peered inside.
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There was nothing but rubble. Buildings burned, with horns blaring in the distance. The ground was drenched with water and trash.
Anthony pushed her in, and everything slipped into place. The honking stubbornly remained alongside yells and cars zipping by them.
The buildings reassembled themselves, leaving people to bustle by.
“Does this look right to you?” Anthony asked. Mara nodded numbly. “Good,” he said and placed a hand on her side. A sharp pain went
through her as the realization of what he was doing registered.
“Get off!” she snapped, but there was already a rib in his hand.
Mara hissed as she watched Anthony slip the bone into his own body
with an apologetic look as he turned away.
“You—” she began, but the anger waned as she reached out to grab
his arm. “Where are you going?”
Anthony gently pried her fingers off of him and said, “I can’t stay. I
have to ready the rooms for London and Tokyo next.”
Mara opened her mouth to argue when the last part of the sentence
sank in. “Is… will there be anything left?” Anthony paused by the
doorway. “After all the fighting is done, I mean. Will the entire world
end up here?”
A bell chimed in the distance and a woman yelled at a car to slow
down. Anthony looked around with wary consideration as pigeons
darted towards a sandwich on the sidewalk.
“I’m not human. You tell me.” Mara looked away and Anthony
nodded. “Don’t fret too much. Some myths explain the world. Others
teach lessons. If you’re lucky to be remembered at all… you’ll probably be the latter,” he told her, and let the door shut with a soft click
behind him.
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HE THEME OF THIS MONTH’S contest, “Forgotten
Lands”, is demanding. It practically begs for world-building—which lands are forgotten, and what happened to
them? In what sort of universe can whole realms be forgotten? The
authors call on images of dreamscapes, apocalypses, times out of
mind and the ruins of Earth.
But therein lies the difficulty. World-building in SFF is tricky business, and never more so than in a space as small as a two thousand
word story. It’s necessary to do a little with a lot, to imply rather than
to detail, to give the impression of a tiny gateway leading into a vast
universe. And all of that while doing the business of the story, plot
and character and conclusion.
This, above all, is what drew my attention to Solid Flesh: the artful
way in which the author weaves their world-building through the
story and walks that essential tightrope. We learn things in every
paragraph and sentence: that this is a world of planets and space colonies, but also of gods and magic. That humans exist, but are rare
among other intelligences, or maybe gone entirely. And so on—little
glimpses of a larger canvas that leave the reader hungry for more.
Through all this, we get the story of Lack and the god of bones.
The seeming paradox of praying to a god who brings you death turns
out to have a deeper meaning in a world where death can be a thing
long-denied. Again, a great deal of character is conveyed in an incredibly spare space, about Lack, about the god, about the other visitors, arrogant Trom and vicious Zau. And, to round things out, a neat
metaphor—the oldest game, not knucklebones but the negotiation
between mortal and god that goes back to the beginning of time.
It is, as I said, a tricky business, demanding expressive and efficient
writing. I think Solid Flesh delivers a neat little story in a universe
I want to know a lot more about. Definitely worth the read, and I’m
happy to choose it as this month’s winner.
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